










SOLID STEEL PADLOCKS
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MAXIMUM SECURITY
American Lock® solid steel padlocks offer the highest protection of hardened steel.  
Our padlocks come in a wide range of widths, with shackle lengths and diameters to  
fit any application—great for outdoor protection of commercial buildings, industrial  
plants and perimeters, remote or unattended properties and high risk areas.

• The strongest padlock available—hardened, triple plated steel bodies resist  
break-in attempts, corrosion, rust and debris while the stainless steel double  
ball locking mechanism further assures the lock’s strength and performance 

• Hardened boron alloy shackles offer superior protection against cutting, while serrated cylinder pins resist picking

• Rekeyable five- or six-pin cylinders can be keyed differently, alike, master keyed or grand master keyed, with a variety of keyways

WWW.AMERICANLOCK.COM1-800-323-4568

SOLID STAINLESS STEEL  
PADLOCKS

HIGHEST CORROSION  
RESISTANCE
American Lock stainless steel rectangular padlocks offer strong security with the  
highest resistance to harsh weather and extreme conditions. They are ideal for  
securing equipment and buildings in outdoor or corrosive environments, such as  
heavy-duty industrial or marine equipment and factories, and outdoor structures  
such as sheds, gates or other buildings. See page 9.

•  Stainless steel bodies resist cutting, sawing and corrosion, and their stainless steel shackles provide superior weather and cut resistance
•  Exceeds ASTM Grade 6 requirements for padlock corrosion resistance
•  Five- and six-pin brass cylinders and serrated pins are pick resistant with tens of thousands of key changes



A2500   
This rekeyable, flat back hidden shackle padlock  
offers a hardened steel body and a convenient  
front access keyway, anti-drill cylinder cover  
plate and easy-to-use spring loaded shackle.  
Precision machined from high quality solid steel  
bar and triple plated for superior rust resistance,  
it exceeds the highest performing grade level  
(Grade 6) within the American Society for Testing  
Materials (ASTM) Padlock Standard (F883). 

A2500LHC1   
This bundle pack combines our toughest lock,  
the solid steel A2500, attached to high security  
hasp A801. This combination offers maximum  
security for swing door applications.

A2000   
This hidden shackle, stepped back padlock has  
a die cast body. It will lock any of the high  
security hasps shown on page 23.  

A800LHC   
This model combines the A2000 stepped  
back die cast lock with the A800 cast  
steel hasp.

A2010   
This lock is precision machined from high quality  
solid steel bar and triple plated for superior  
rust resistance. For maximum security, this lock  
features a flat back design so it can be fastened  
to the high security hasps, A801 and A802,  
featured on page 23.  

A2001   
This hidden shackle padlock has a die cast,  
flat back body. It can be attached to high  
security hasps A801 and A802 featured  
on page 23.

A801LHC   
In this bundle pack, the die cast A2001  
padlock is pre-attached to the A801 truck  
hasp, offering greater security in swing  
door applications.

A802LHC   
This lock and hasp combination attaches  
the strong die cast A2001 padlock to the  
A802 trailer hasp, ideal for securing  
overlapping doors with a raised lip  
or seal.
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Specifications Models

Padlocks  A2500 A2010 A2001 A2000

Bundle Packs A2500LHC1 A801LHC A802LHC A800LHC

Cylinder 6-pin / APTC14 6-pin / APTC2001

Lock Material Solid Steel Die Cast

Lock Style Flat Back Stepped Back

Hasp Dimensions 8-3/4" x 4-1/2" 
(222mm x 114mm)  8-3/4" x 4-1/2" 

(222mm x 114mm)
11-7/16" x 4-1/2" 

(291mm x 114mm)
9-1/16" x 4-1/2"  

(230mm x 114mm)

REKEYABLE HIDDEN SHACKLE PADLOCKS

American Lock’s round, heavy-duty, hidden shackle padlocks are the toughest padlocks of their type ever offered to security professionals.  
Our industrial-strength padlocks are rekeyable and have a replaceable cylinder and shackle.

• Padlocks offer maximum protection against drilling, sawing, prying, crowbars, dent pullers and hammers

• Six-pin tumbler cylinders provide superior pick resistance, with tens of thousands of key changes

•   Ideal for high security areas and are adaptable for applications on garages, storage buildings, vehicles, commercial buildings, industrial  
plants and vending machines

• The three flat back locks, models A2500, A2010 and A2001, are tapped and threaded to attach to either high security hasp A801 or A802, 
featured on page 23. When affixed, for swing door applications, the combination provides both maximum security by making it virtually 
impossible to pry the lock away from the hasp and greater convenience, as the lock remains attached to the hasp when unlocked   

• Choose bundle packs that combine the lock with patent-pending high security hasps for greater convenience and physical security – 
defying bolt cutters and prying  

A2001

Keying Options – Keyed Alike (KA), Keyed Different (KD), Master Keyed (MK), BumpStop®, Edge®














































